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Abstrat
The Cosmi Mirowave Bakground Radiation is the oldest photon radiation that an be
observed, having been emitted when the Universe was about 300,000 year old. It is a
blakbody at 2.73 K, and is almost perfetly isotropi, the anisotropies being about one
part to 100,000. However, these anisotropies, deteted by the COBE satellite in 1992,
onstrain the osmologial parameters suh as the urvature of the Universe.
Arheops is a balloon-borne experiment designed to map these anisotropies. The
instrument is omposed of a 1.5 m telesope and bolometers ooled at 85 mK to detet
radiation between 150 and 550 GHz. To lower parasiti signals, the instrument is borne
by a stratospheri balloon during the arti night. This instrument is also a preparation
for the Plank satellite mission, as its design is similar to HFI.
We disuss here the results of the rst sienti ight from Esrange (near Kiruna,
Sweden) to Russia on January 29th 2001, whih led to a 22% (sub)millimetre sky ov-
erage unpreedented at this resolution. Here, we put some emphasis on interstellar dust
foreground emission observations.
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1 THE SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVE
The Cosmi Mirowave Bakground Radiation (CMBR) shows some small temperature dier-
enes of the order of one part in 100000, that were measured for the rst time by the COBE
satellite [8℄. These so-alled anisotropies trae the utuations of the density of matter that are
thought to be the origin, by gravitational ollapse, of the large-sale struture of the Universe
(galaxies, lusters,...) that we observe today. Its pattern an also yield an indiret measure-
ment of the density, age and urvature of the Universe (see e.g. [5℄). There have been many
experiments that have already measured these anisotropies with various tehniques, angular
resolution, noise and sanning strategy. Mosqt reent ones (e.g. TOCO, Boomerang [3,7℄, and
Maxima [4,6℄) have improved on COBE results by the wavelength overage, the sensitivity and
the angular resolution.
The Arheops experiment aims at mapping the anisotropies of the osmi mirowave bak-
ground from small to large sales at the same time. For this purpose, a beam of about 8
arminutes is swept through the sky by spinning a 1.5 m telesope pointing at 41 degree el-
evation around its vertial axis. A large fration of the sky is overed when the rotation of
the Earth makes the swept irle drift aross the elestial sphere. This is only possible if the
observations are done during the Arti night and on a balloon where neither the Sun nor
the atmosphere disturb the measurements. Ozone loud emission and residual winds an be
avoided with a high altitude strastospheri balloon. From the Swedish balloon and roket base
in Esrange near Kiruna, in ooperation with Russian sientists, the CNES balloon team an
launh balloons in the polar night, with a typial trajetory ending just before the Ural moun-
tains in Russia. Integration times an be up to 24 hours in the Deember-January ampaigns.
2 THE INSTRUMENT
A general desription of the rst Arheops instrument an be found in [1℄ where the rst
gondola used during the test ight (that happened in Trapani in July 1999) is desribed. The
present experiment uses the same onept, details of whih are given in [2℄.
2.1 The telesope, optis and detetors
The Arheops telesope is a two mirror, o-axis, tilted Gregorian telesope onsisting of a
paraboli primary (1.5 m main diameter) and an elliptial seondary. The telesope was desi-
gned to provide diration-limited performane when oupled to single mode horns produing
beams with FWHM of 8 arminutes or less at frequenies higher than 140 GHz.
For CMB anisotropy measurements, ontrol of spetral leaks and beam sidelobe response is
ritial. Arheops hannels have been speially designed to maximize the sensitivity to the
desired signal, while rejeting out-of-band or out-of-beam radiation. We have hosen to use the
onguration developed for Plank HFI, using a triple horn onguration for eah photometri
pixel. In this sheme, radiation from the telesope is foussed into the entrane of a bak-to-
bak horn pair (10 K stage). It reates a beam-waist where wavelength seletive lters an
be plaed (1.6 K stage). Finally, the third horn (0.1 K stage) maintains beam ontrol and
fouses the radiation onto the bolometer plaed at the exit aperture. A onvenient aspet of
this arrangement is that the various omponents an be plaed on dierent temperature stages
in order to reate thermal breaks and to redue the level of bakground power falling onto the
bolometer and fridge.
Twenty two spider-web bolometers are plaed on the 100 mK low temperature plate. There
are 9 bolometers at 143 GHz, 7 at 217 GHz , 6 polarised bolometers at 353 GHz and two at
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545 GHz, plaed at dierent points in the foal plane. They observe the same sky pixel at
dierent times, from 100 mse to a few minutes. The six 353 GHz hannels are devoted to
the measurement of galati polarized emission. These are assembled in three pairs, with one
single bak-to-bak horn and a polarizer splitter (the so-alled OTM onguration) for eah
pair. The two bolometers of eah pair measure the polarized intensity of the inoming signal
in two orthogonal diretions. Eah pair makes a dierent polarising angle with respet to the
san axis to enable the full determination of the Stokes parameters. Arheops will provide
the rst measurement of polarization in this range of frequenies with a sensitivity adequate
for measuring galati dust polarised emission, a CMB foreground as yet unmeasured for the
preparation of Plank-HFI.
2.2 The gondola, the pivot and the fast star sensor
The gondola is made with welded aluminium square tubes and a areful design prevents im-
portant deformations of the optial design in the presene of strength. The two mirrors and
the ryostat are xed to the frame. The pivot onnets the ight hain of the balloon to the
payload through a thrust bearing, providing the neessary degree of freedom for payload spin.
It inludes a torque motor that ats against the ight hain to spin the payload. The rotation
of the payload is ontrolled via a vibrating struture rate gyrosopes that an detet angular
speeds as low as 0.1 deg/s.
A ustom star sensor has been developed for pointing reonstrution in order to be fast
enough to work on a payload rotating at 2-3 rpm. We have developed a simple night sensor,
based on a telesope with photodiodes along the boresight of the mm-wave telesope. Thus,
like the millimeter telesope, the star sensor sans the sky along a irle at an elevation of
41 deg. A linear array of 46 sensitive photodiodes were plaed in the foal plane of a 40 m
diameter, 1.8 m foal length paraboli optial mirror. The line of photodiodes is perpendiular
to the san and overs 1.4 degrees in elevation on the sky. We an observe during one rotation
of the payload stars up to magnitude 7 i.e. between 50 and 100 stars per turn during night
time. An optial lter allows this star sensor to yield at least a few deteted stars even in the
presene of low elevation Sun. Pointing reonstrution is done a posteriori by omparing star
andidates and a dediated star atalog. The preision of the pointing solution is better than
1 arminute rms for the Trapani test ight and 2 armin. for the Kiruna 2001 ight.
2.3 The ryogenis, the eletronis and the telemetry
The foal plane is ooled to 100 mK by means of an open yle dilution refrigerator. This
type of refrigerator has been designed for satellite appliations (it will be used on Plank
HFI) and Arheops is the rst balloon-borne experiment using a dilution refrigerator. The
bolometers are plaed on the 100 mK stage supported by Kevlar ords. The bolometers are
biased using AC square waves by a apaitive urrent soure. Their output is measured with
a dierential preamplier (the rst stage uses JFET working at about 120 K) and digitized
before demodulation, with boxes already designed in preparation for Plank HFI. Data ampled
at 152 Hz are ompressed and stored in a 2 Gbyte on-board ash-eprom memory. A telemetry
hannel using the Inmarsat satellite is used to ontrol the experiment during the whole ight.
3 ARCHEOPS FLIGHTS AND FIRST RESULTS
A rst ight of the instrument took plae in Trapani on July 17th 1999. This test ight used
only a few detetors (5) and we got only 4 hours of data during the night. Nevertheless, this
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ight allowed us to hek all the fontionnalities of the instrument [1℄. Preliminary results
onerning the Galati Plane emission are shown by Boulanger et al. (this onferene).
One ight was suessful at the end of the De 2000-Jan 2001 ampaign in Kiruna (Sweden),
on the 29th January 2001; it lasted 7h30 at a 32 km altitude. Very high stratospheri winds
limited both the ight duration and the altitude. The (sub)millimetre beams ould be measured
during the ight when the telesope rossed Jupiter twie and are as expeted (optial beam of
8 armin. at 143, 217 and 545 GHz and 6 armin. at 353 GHz). The 143 and 217 GHz signals
are dominated by the osmi dipole and the 10 K bak-to-bak horn emission (sinusoidal shape).
At 353 and 545 GHz, the emission from the Galaxy is dominant as well as some atmospheri
signal. A signiant fration of the sky ould be observed (22%) albeit with a small zone
overed twie. The galati plane is well observed at all frequenies from the antienter to
the Cygnus regions. Some louds muh below the Galati plane an easily be identied with
their CO and infrared ounterparts (Perseus, Taurus, Pleiades). In-ight alibrations with the
CMB dipole and the Galaxy as measured by COBE-FIRAS agree within 10% of eah other.
Sensitivity to irrus HI louds is estimated at 545 GHz as 2 × 1020Hcm−2 (θ/1 deg)−1 (1 σ)
for square areas with an angular side of θ and standard dust emissivities.
With the 353 GHz hannels, Arheops will provide the rst measurement of galati polar-
ized emission in this type of frequenies. It is an important topi in the prospet of foreground
removal for Plank-HFI, and is also of great interest to onstrain the physis of galati dust
and moleular louds. The sensitivity for the urrent ight is a degree of 5% polarisation
(1 σ) for AV = 15 in a one-square degree path. Sensitivities are typially between 50 and
100µKRJ for one seond of integration and for one photometri pixel at 143 and 217 GHz.
There are about 8 pixels with a CMB sensitivity between 120 and 200µKCMB for one seond
of integration and for one photometri pixel.
Good detetions of the CMB anisotropy spetrum an be expeted from large angular
sales to beyond the rst so-alled aousti peak. This work is urrently in progress. Arheops
should also be able to onstrain dust emissivity laws in the many galati regions that were not
resolved by FIRAS (a hotly debated issue in this onferene). Another spei benet from
Arheops is to onnet, in the spherial harmoni l-spae sense, the alibration of the FIRAS
low resolution all-sky (sub)millimetre survey up to the high resolution small area observations
from ground telesopes.
The development of this urrent Arheops projet owes a lot to the pionneering work and
enthusiasm of Guy Serra in the domain of submillimetre astronomy. We also wish to thank
the CNES and Esrange Swedish Faility for their ontinued support for this projet and the
ights (tehnial and sienti) that were realised very smoothly.
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